
ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO

It is appropriate that the conclusion to this summary of the events of one
hundred years ago should be provided by Dent, whose name will always be
associated with the Dru. 'The days grow shorter apace; the sun has barely time to
make the ice-fields glisten ere the cold shadows creep over again. Snow lies thick on
ledge and cranny, and only the steepest mountain faces show dark through the
powdery veil. Bleak night winds whistle around the crags, and whirl and chevy the
wreathing snow-clouds, making weird music in these desolate fastnesses. The clear
satiating air, the delicate purity of the Alpine tints, have given way to fog, mist,
slush, and smoke-laden atmosphere. Would you recall these mountain pictures?
Draw close the curtains, stir the coals into an indignant crackling blaze, and fashion
in the rising smoke the mountain vista. How these scenes crowd back into the
mind, with a revivability proportionate to the impression originally made! What
keener charm than to pass in review the memories of these simple, wholesome
pleasures; to see again, as clear as in the reality, every ledge, every hand and foot
hold; to feel the fingers tingle and the muscles instinctively contract at the
recollection of some tough scramble on rock or glacier?'

Sentiments with which neither the present writer nor those of his readers who
have known the joy of climbing in high places would disagree.

Events and trends 1970 - 6 Nepal
Himalaya
Mike Cheney

Foreign, mainly Western, involvement in the Nepal Himalaya divides into 2
distinct eras. The period 1950 to 1965 was followed by a second period from 1969
70 to 1976, with a clean break between of 3 years from 1966 to 1968 when no
expeditions were allowed in the Nepal Himalaya by the Government of Nepal.

The first period has been described by Col Jimmy Roberts as the 'Golden Age'
of Himalayan exploration; few will quarrel with this, although those that are 'past
it' usually consider their own prime time as 'Golden'. It was primarily an era of
exploration, chiefly by mountaineers who had gained their reputations in the
Indian Himalaya in the days of British rule.

Although this was a period of exploration all the major peaks were climbed or
attempted, as soon as the explorers found the routes to the mountains through the
foothills. Maurice Herzog's expedition of 1950 opened the era of big expeditions to
big peaks with the first ascent of Annapurna I (809Im); thereafter all the major
peaks were attempted and many climbed to the summit.

H. S. Muller, in the preface to Mountain World 1960-61, wrote that the Swiss
ascent of Dhaulagiri I (8 167m) ended an era in the history of mountaineering. In
retrospect this is hardly so, since this 'Golden Age' really ended as an indirect result
of the political upheaval that took place in Tibet in the late 1950s and the subse
quent clashes between China and India across the whole length of the Himalaya in
the early 1960s. It closed abruptly in 1965 with the successful Indian Everest
Expedition in the spring of that year and, shortly afterwards, the closing of the
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Nepal Himalaya to foreign expeditions after complaints of border violations by
foreign climbers from the Chinese authorities in Tibet.

The second era of Nepal Himalayan mountaineering commenced with the re
opening of the mountains for expeditions in 1968 and really got under way in 1970.
1975-6 saw the end of this period. Since we have already had a 'Golden Age'
perhaps this second era may be called the 'Classical Age', of the large, conventional
Himalayan expedition; it ended in 1976 for Z unconnected reasons. In 1975
both India and Pakistan re-opened their areas of the Western Himalaya after years
of tOtal restriction to almost unrestricted climbing by foreigner-s. 1976 saw the
advent in the Nepal Himalaya of Alpine style climbing of major peaks. It is the
combination of these Z factors which will bring a very different type of expedition
to epal after 1977.

After the political closing of the Nepal Himalaya in 1964, the restrictions
continued until 1969. In that year 11 expeditions and Z expedition reconnaissance
parties were active. As might be expected, since most of them were hurriedly
arranged, it was not a very sucessful year. Of the 11 expeditions only 4 reached
their objectives-those to Tukche Peak, a first ascent, to Gurja Himal (7193m),
Annapurna 11 (7937m) and Annapurna IV (75Z5m). The Z reconnaissance parties
(both Japanese) were to Everest and Makalu.

This new 'Classical Age' really started in 1970 when leaders at last had time to

plan their expeditions in detail; it was destined to be new and different for a
number of reasons:

I) Rules and regulations With the re-opening of the mountains HM Government
introduced rules and regulations to control expeditions-only a limited range of,

for the most part, major peaks was allowed to be attempted (the list is at the end of
the article). I t became obligatory to take a Government Liaison Officer, whose job
it was to report back to HMG. Pay and equipment scales at generous rates were
introduced by Government for all Nepalese employed by expeditions. Further
more, all Nepalese employees had to be engaged through a single Agency, the
Himalayan Society, which was granted a Government monopoly.
2) Expenses As a result of the new rules and regulations it became very expensive to
send an expedition to the Nepal Himalaya, certainly beyond the means of
individuals backed by small grants from organizations like the Mount Everest
Foundation.
3) Entry of the media Because of this extra expense more money had to be found
from somewhere; in many cases that 'somewhere' was the media, especially
television hungry for new programmes. So it became common for major expedi
tions to have TV film teams along and direct reporting of Himalayan expeditions
began.
4) 'Professional' organization The combination of the first 3 reasons created a need
for a much more professional organization of major expeditions. The successful
expedition leader had to be a good fund raiser and good organizer before he could
think about climbing a mountain. To have a public, 'media' image became a useful
asset. During the 1970s otherwise competent expeditions failed to reach the summit
of their chosen mountain because of bad organization and lack of proper planning.

In the springof 1970, theJapanese climbed Everest by the South Col route, after
making the first attempt on the SW face. A separate expedition made a film of a ski
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run from near the South Col into the Western Cwm. The main interest in the spring
of 1970 centred on Annapurna I, where there were 3 'firsts' that set a pattern for the
1970s. Chris Bonington's Annapurna South Face Expedition was the first to
succeed on a face-the climbing of a major peak in Nepal, not just to reach the
summit, but to climb the mountain by a route other than the easiest, one that
presented a definite pre-selected challenge of a known type. It was also the first
expedition to be accompanied by a climbing television film team for direct TV
reporting to Europe whilst the climb was taking place. The third 'first' was the
presence of the British Army Mountaineering Association on the mountain at the
same time climbing the N side from the Miristi Khola.

It was also in 1970 that post-monsoon expeditions to major peaks in the Nepal
Himalaya came to be the norm. In post-monsoon 1970 Dhaulagiri I was climbed
by aJapanese expedition. During this first full season of expeditions under the new
rules there still remained a certain amount of freedom as to what one climbed,
much as under the previous system, and some switching of peaks was accepted.
Hence the Japanese expedition to Dhaulagiri IV, which failed to climb it, went on
to claim the first ascent of an unnamed peak of about 7000m and the second ascent
ofDhaulagiri VI.

Perhaps as a result of more time and car~ taken with the organization most
of 1970s expeditions were successful. During the pre-monsoon season 8 out of 10
expeditions reached summits-2 were first ascents, Lhotse Shar by an Austrian
party and Baudha peak by aJapanese party. In the post-monsoon season 4 out of6
expeditions were successful, including the probable first ascent of Peak 29 (Dakura)
by the Japanese.

In 1971, the pre-monsoon expeditions experienced unusually bad weather in
the middle of May and only 5 of 16 expeditions were successful. The big story of
the pre-monsoon season was the self-proclaimed 'Himalayan International
Expedition' of Norman Dyhrenfurth and Jimmy Roberts that attempted un
successfully the SW face of Everest. The French, led by Robert Paragot, were
successful on Makalu (8481m) with a well-organized expedition. Again 2 expedi
tions were allowed to tackle Manaslu (8156m) at the same time, the Japanese
succeeding on the W side of the mountain while the South Koreans failed on the E
side.

The regular cycle of 2 Everest expeditions per year started in the autumn of
1971. During this period only one out of 7 expeditions was successful on the peaks
they set out to climb. The Japanese managed to climb Ganga Purna (7454m),
though only at the cost of a number of lives. The Japanese expedition to Kanjiroba
failed to reach their objective, but claimed the first ascent of an unnamed peak of
about 6500m some 12km E of Kanjiroba; this was one of the last free-ranging
expeditions allowed to attempt peaks of their choice in a given area.

1972 was a poor year for expeditions in the Nepal Himalaya. In the pre
monsoon season it was again an 'International Expedition' on Everest to attempt
the SW face that made the news. Led by Karl Herrligkoffer, this had different
names in the early days but ended up as 'The European Expedition'. The British
section, led by Don Whillans, fell into disagreement with the overall leader and the
final result was much the same as that of the 'International Expedition' the year
before.

Only 3 of the 8 pre-monsoon expeditions were successful. On Manaslu
Reinhold Messner reached the summit alone on 25 April; during the next few days
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2 of his companions died in storms. The South Korean Expedition to the same
mountain at this time ended in complete disaster. The Japanese achieved the first
a cent of ampa (645Im) by way of the S face and W ridge, the route explored by
an expedition from Manchester in 1970.

In the post-mo05oon season, Chris Bonington's Everest pany again failed on
the SW face, but in much beller m-der than previous European attempts. They were
hampered by the vel')' short time available to make their plans-leSi6 than 4 months.
In all, 6 Olll of 10 post-monsoon expeditions were successful, an above average
ratio-the French climbed Pumori and Gurga Himal; the Japanese reached the
summits of Put ha Hiunchuli, Tukche and a subsidial')' of Annapurna South.

The years 1973-5 wel-e the 'High oon' of Himalayan mountaineering in the
1970s. During 1973 there were 22 expeditions, in 1974 there were 27 and in the
following year 23. By 1976 the number of foreign expeditions had dropped to 16
and the trend tOwards a different approach was apparent.

The 1973 pre-monsoon season was remarkable for expedition logistics rather
than climbing achievements. The Italian Army came to Everest led by Guido
Monzini with the biggest and most expensive expedition ever, 64 Italians supported
by 2 large helicopters flying up to Camp 2 in the Western Cwm. Two parties
reached the summit by way of the South Col. On Dhaulagiri I a well-organized
American expedition returned to follow up the tragic 1969 effort. Dhaulagiri I,
more than most, lends itself to air support by the broad E ridge. The Americans
made full use of this and more than 8 tons of stores and supplies were air-dropped
to them at, or near, Base Camp on the ridge at about 5800m. In the pre-monsoon
season there were 13 expeditions-7 of them successful; of these 8 \ ere from
Japan.

In the post-monsoon season the Japanese again returned to the SW face of
Everest; again the rock band proved to be insurmountable. The summit was
reached by a dal-ing 'dash' via the South Col after the face route had been
abandoned on 16 OCtober. Of the 8 post-monsoon expeditions only 3 were
successful, the Japanese on Everest and Kanjiroba and a German expedition on
Dhaulagiri Ill.

1974 brought an all-time record of expeditions to Nepal, 27 in all. In the pre
mo05oon season there were 19, of which 9 were successful. The record number of
expeditions was partly responsible for a 'record' of poor service by expedition
Sherpas; it also resulted in legal action being taken by HM Government against
'illegal' climbing of known peaks for the first time.

The most notable of the successful ventures was the Japanese Ladies Expedi
tion on Manaslu. On 4 May 3 of them and Jangbu Sherpa reached the summit by
way of the E face, the first ascent of an 8000m peak by a woman. Another notable
success was the Spanish expedition to Annapurna I, 3 members reaching the
summit on 29 April without the use of oxygen and in spite of the almost total
failure of their Sherpa high altitude porters, who refused to can')' the cylinders. The
Poles climbed Kangbachen in May, while in the same month Japanese parties
climbed Jannu and Kanjiroba.

Typical of the type of expedition to come, a 4-member expedition was successful
on Tukche, all of them reaching the summit. They also climbed Dhampus Peak,
aga.in in spite of very poor sel'Vice from their Sherpas. Another successful 'Iow
profile' efrOrt was the British Army Mountaineering Association's expedition [i·om

Hong Kong 10 Lamjung, a first ascent of a previously unattempted peak; 5 of the 9
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members reached the top. Meanwhile failures were recorded on the South Col
route on Everest (Spanish), Dhaulagiri IV (British), Himalchuli (Italian) and on
Annapurna S, Yalung Kang, Peak 29 and Churen Himal (all Japanese).

A 4-member expedition, led by Gerald Lenser, had permission to attempt
Lhotse (851Im). No serious attack was made on this mountain; instead this small
party 'approached' Lhotse from the Barun Khola and reached the summit of
Shortse (7052m), the most easterly peak of the Nuptse-Lhotse ridge.

The most notorious event of the season was the ascent of Taweche by Yannick
Seigneur's French party in defiance of the rules of HM Government. This may well
have been a fine piece of mountaineering, but unfortunately the leader's conduct
on return to Kathmandu (leaving the country without permission whilst his breach
of the mountain rules was being considered) cost him a very heavy fine and banish
ment from Nepal for a number of years. It also did much damage to the image of
foreign climbers in the eyes of the authorities.

For the post-monsoon season of 1974, 13 expeditions received permission to
attempt peaks; later, mainly due to financial difficulties, 5 of them had to cancel.
The season was also disrupted by the closing of large areas of NW Nepal N of the
Annapurna-Dhaulagiri ranges by HM Government in connection with the round
ing up of armed Khamba bands in these areas. Another feature of this, and the
following season, was a sharp decline in the number of Sherpas employed by
expeditions, largely due to the poor service they had given in the immediately
previous years.

On Everest, a French expedition of 8 Chamonix guides planning a W ridge
attempt was struck on the evening of 9 September by an avalanche, which killed the
leader and 5 Sherpas in Camps 2 and 3. The whole enterprise was abandoned.

The main interest this season was the unsuccessful Polish expedition to Lhotse.
They planned to climb during the winter months, a new development in Nepal for
climbing major peaks. Their objective was not attained. They had asked for
permission to climb Everest after Lhotse in January/February. However this was
refused and to judge from their experiences on the lower peak would seem to be
hardly possible. An American attempt on Makalu and a Dutch attempt on
Kangshungtse (Makalu II) both ended in failure.

On Kangbachen a Yugoslav expedition was very successful, 6 of the 16 members
and one Sherpa (Nima Sherpa) reaching the summit in 3 parties on 29 September
and 5 and 6 October. A powerful Japanese team of 12 put up a new route on
Pumori on the steep W face. Another Japanese party was successful on Lamjung, 4
of the 6 members reaching the top on 20 and 21 October, again despite half the
Sherpa team walking out on the expedition complaining that the work was too
hard.

1975 was a much more satisfactory year. The Sherpas came more or less back to
their former high standard of service and it was a vintage year for Everest. In the
pre-monsoon season there were 15 expeditions of which 8 were successful. This
approximate success/failure ratio of 50/50 had become the norm for the years 1972
onwards.

On Everest the Japanese completed their series of expeditions with the success
ful Japanese Women's Expedition. Mrs Junko Tabei reached the summit via the
South Colon 16 May with Ang Tsering Sherpa. A strong 16-member Japanese
party made the first ascent of Dhaulagiri IV (766Im), but disaster struck on the
descent and both summit climbers were killed. Another Japanese expedition
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climbed Dhaulagiri V (7618m) on 1 May-again a first ascent. MeanwhileJapanese
attacks on Dhaulagiri I and Dhaulagiri II both ended in failure.

A French expedition climbed Pumori, 3 of the 7 members reaching the top on
30 April. A Spanish expedition put 2 men plus a Sherpa on Manaslu on 20 April,
while 9 out of II of an Austrian/German team reached the top ofYalung Kang in
March. Other failures included the British Army on Nuptse, Italians on Lhotse and
Austrians on Annapurna 1. The last provided the only Sherpa service 'disaster' of
the season.

In the post-monsoon season of 1975,5 out of8 expeditions were successful. The
highlight of the season, and of the decade, was the British ascent of the SW face of
Everest by Chris Bonington's team. In every way it was an outstanding example of
how such an effort should be organized and run. The face was climbed in record
time (33 days from arrival at Base Camp to the summit) to an exacting timetable by
Dougal Haston and Doug Scott on 24 September, and again on 26 September by
Peter Boardman and Sirdar Pertemba Sherpa in the face of a savage storm. But a
tragedy marred the triumph, for Mick Burke disappeared and died in a gallant
attempt to reach the summit solo following the second two.

On Makalu a Yugoslav expedition was remarkably successful, 7 members
reaching the summit on 6, 8, 10 and 11 October, the first post-monsoon ascent of
the mountain. One of the party did not use oxygen, thus creating yet another
record. On D haulagiri IV a Japanese team made light of the difficulties of previous
attempts, 10 members reaching the top on 19, 20 and 21 October without any
serious troubles. The route was from the S, the same as that used by the Austrians
in 1969, who suffered so grievously, and by the British in 1973. In the meantime a

ew Zealand party failed on Jannu and Japanese parties on Churen Himal,
Kanjiroba and Almapurna South.

This season saw the beginnings of epalese mountaineering with an expedition
organized by the epal Mountaineering Association. The planned objective was
Karyolung (6683m), but when this proved too difficult a switch was made to
Kwangde (618 7m), which was successfully climbed by 4 Sherpas on 17 October; 3 of
these were Everest summit climbers from the 1973 Italian party. From the
mountaineering point of view just about everything was wrong with this first

epalese effort. It was decided by some prominent personalities with only a
marginal interest in mountaineering that the coronation of His Majesty King
Birendha should be celebrated by an all-Nepalese expedition reaching the summit
of a major Himalayan peak on Coronation Day (despite the fact that the ceremony
was to take place in February) simply because the first ascent of Everest happened
to coincide with the Coronation of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth. The expedition
failed to start in the spring of 1975 because of complete lack of enthusiasm and
support. It was finally pushed through in the autumn at considerable expense. In

the end a mountain was climbed for the first time by an all-Nepalese expedition
and in the process a great deal of progress was made in mountaineering know
ledge. The real benefits came to light a year later.

In 1976 the pattern of Nepal mountaineering began to change and the
'Classical' era to fade away. The large, national, 'prestige' and 'no expense spared'
type of expedition was by now on the way Out. Two distinct types of expedition
began to appear-small, 2 to 3 member parties, highly professional 'experts'
aiming to climb the most difficult routes 'Alpine style' and parties, usually small, of

true amateur climbers, mainly self-financed with low budgets and no frills making a
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trip to the Himalaya as an alternative to the Alps.
In the pre-monsoon season, the British Army came to Everest with a large

expedition, the climax of a well-organized plan of campaign lasting several years.
Two members, Sgts Stokes and Lane, reached the top on 16 May in poor weather
and were fortunate to survive a bivouac above the South Colon the descent. Again
Everest claimed a life when Capt Terry Thomson fell into a crevasse at Camp 2.

On Makalu there was a 'first' in Nepal Himalayan mountaineering when 2
entirely separate expeditions, from Spain and Czechoslovakia, climbing the
mountain by different routes,joined forces at the highest camp (Camp 6) for ajoint
summit bid. The top was reached at about midnight on 24 May by 2 Czechs and
one Spaniard; one of the former died during the descent from the summit on 25
May.

On Jannu a strong Japanese expedition put a total of 19 persons (3 of them
Sherpas) on the summit by way of the N face on 11, 12 and 13 May. This
sp,ectacular success on the same route as the New Zealanders had tried the previous
autumn may have been partly due to the fixed ropes they had left behind. One of
the summit Sherpas said-'It was easy, wejust used the ropes already there!'

Two members of an Italian party reached the top of Dhaulagiri I on 2 May. On
Annapurna IV 2 German climbers reached the-summit on 18 May after being given
up for lost by the rest of the expedition. Peter Schubert and Heinrich Bauman set
out from Camp 2 on 10 May after a difference of opinion with their comrades and
continued until they reached the top 8 days later. Meanwhile the deputy leader had
abandoned Base Camp and left the mountain. The summit pair had an arduous
return journey back to the nearest village with no provisions.

A 7-member French expedition to Gurja Himal reached the top on 5 May; 2
members of the party were lost in a tragic accident on the descent. For the first time
in Nepal a mountain. rescue effort was organized in Kathmandu; 2 experienced
climbing Sherpas were flown to Base Camp by helicopter to help the now
exhausted remaining members; however they reached the mountain too late to

help with the rescue bid.
Thirteen of a l4-member Japanese expedition reached the top of Lamjung with

3 Sherpas on 28, 29 and 30 April. South Koreans were turned back by the condi
tions on Manaslu. However, this pre-monsoon season was unusually successful, 7
out of 10 expeditions reaching their goals.

During the post-monsoon season of 1976 the new trend gathered strength;
there were fewer foreign expeditions than for any season during the previous 6
years, mainly due to the 'opening' of the Indian and Pakistani Himalayas to
almost unrestricted climbing. Helped by exceptionally fine weather this post
monsoon season was even more successful than the earlier part of the year had
been. Six of the 7 expeditions reached the top of the mountain they set out to climb
and without any accidents.

The American Bicentennial Expedition to Everest was successful, 2 members
reaching the top by way of the South Colon 8 October. Originally this expedition
was set up by a group of 8 highly motivated American climbers headed by Phillip
Trimble; they planned a lightweight, no frills, low budget trip. They were going to
Everest 'because it was there'-so they did, and in the event climbed the mountain
in much the way they had first intended. But in order to raise the necessary funds
they were forced back on the media- in this case Columbia Broadcasting Service
and Michael Hoover, an outstanding film producer. So a highly professional,
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dedicated film crew was grafted on to the amateur, lightweight party. This
combination had ;dl the ingredients for serious dissent and few people thought it
would work-but it did; when the crunch came both sides sank their differences
and combined to make a successful outcome and, most probably, an outstanding
mountaineering film.

On Manaslu the seemingly unlikely combination of a joint ]apaneselIranian
expedition put one of each nationality and one Sherpa on the top on 12 October.

There were 2 outstandingly successful expeditions during this season. Dick
Isherwood's 3-member team from Hong Kong climbed Kanjiroba by the SE ridge
on 16 October after an Alpine style approach. An all-Nepalese expedition climbed
Tukche; organized and executed entirely by the Nepalese Police, this was in
complete contrast to that of the previous year. A highly motivated party of keen
and enthusiastic young Police officers with a strong team of experienced Sherpas
serving in the Police Force placed 9 members on the top on 2 October.

Of the 6 foreign expeditions in Nepal post-monsoon the majority consisted of
climbers there for the sport and not for making a living. Only in the case of the
]apaneselIranian expedition was a mountain climbed for other than sporting
reasons.

No review of the Nepal Himalaya would be complete without a special mention
of the Sherpas employed in a support role. At the height of the period in question
the service provided by Sherpas on expeditions deteriorated, and their world-wide
reputation was seriously eroded. The cause of the Sherpas' fall from grace was
definitely not that the sons of the 'old and bold' are not the men that their fathers
were in the 1950s and before; rather it was the fault of the organization created to

provide Sherpas for expeditions.
When the mountains were re-opened to climbers in 1969 an organization called

the Himalayan Society was formed to be the sole, Government appointed, agency
through which expeditions could take on porters and camp staff. The Himalayan
Society, a privately owned 'commercial' organization was set up by persons with a
minimal interest in mountaineering as a sport and did not always serve the best
interests of climbers. Little or no consideration was given to the fact that climbing
mountains was a sport which people, for the most part, indulged in at consider

able expense to themselves; these were not 'national' ventures sent to Nepal at
public expense for the sake of international prestige, although it must be admitted
that some expeditions seemed to be just that.

The 'power base' of the Himalayan Society was Sola, not Khumbu. In too many
cases inexperienced young Sherpas of Sola were sent on expeditions with little
regard for their fitness for the job being done. Khumbu Sherpas from the tradi
tional 'expedition' families tended to remain aloof. This being so, coupled with the
very large number of expeditions and the fact that the trekking business provided
alternative, well-paid employment for the Khumbu Sherpas, the situation
developed where many Sherpas had no tradition for expedition work, whilst the
Sherpas from Khumbu went off trekking. The end result was very poor support
service by Sherpas in many cases.

After the 1974 season the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was very seriously worried
by the bitter complaints about the Sherpas and sought advice on the matter.
Breaking the monopoly of the Himalayan Society was recommended. In 1975
therefore expeditions were permitted to recruit porters directly through several
trekking agencies already employing, for the most part, Khumbu Sherpas. The
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result was an immediate and marked improvement in the Sherpa support for
expeditions. Keen young men from Khumbu found that they could go freely on
expeditions without having to go through an organization for which they had little
liking or respect.

In 1976 new mountaineering rules were published by HM Government under
which expeditions were obliged to nominate a representative and agent in Nepal
for employing high altitude porters and camp staff. At the same time all registered
trekking agencies were authorized to be agents for expeditions. As a result of the
new rules a number of trekking agencies with special interest in mountaineering
began to operate as expedition as well as trekking agents.

The most gratifying result of the new 1976 rules is that expedition leaders can
now contact expedition agents in Nepal with a genuine interest in mountaineering
and who pride themselves in providing a whole range of expedition services
including keen young Sherpas who are every bit as good as their fathers.

Appendix I Permitted peaks under the 1969 rules

Rishi Himal

Kanjiroba Himal

Dhaulagiri Himal

Annapurna Himal

Api
Nampa
Kanjiroba Main Peak
Kagmara I
Jagdula
Patrasi
Sisna
Dhaulagiri I
Dhaulagiri II
Dhaulagiri III
Dhaulagiri IV
Dhaulagiri V
Dhaulagiri VI
Churen Himal
Putha Hiunchuli
Gurja Himal
Tukche Peak
Dhampus
Annapurna I
Annapurna II
Annapurna III

Manaslu Himal

Himalchuli

Sagarnlatha
(Mount Everesd
Pumori
Nuptse
Lhotse
Makalu

Added in 1972
Kangchenjunga Himal

Annapurna IV
Glacier Dome
Ganga Purna
Annapurna South
Lamjung Himal
Manaslu I
Manaslu 11
Dakura
Himalchuli
Baudha

Makalu I
Makalu II

Yalung Kang
Kangbachen
Jannu

Appendix 2 Some !-ecent official developments
In November 1977 it was announced Ihat mountaineering in Nepal will be the responsibility
of the newly-created Ministry ofTourism wilh eflect from 1978.

Since the time when foreigners were first allowed freely into Nepal in the early 1950s
mountaineering has been controlled by the Ministry of Foreign AITairs, this because the first
moulllaineer/explorers allowed to travel through the country were foreigners and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs was appropriate to have dealings with them. With the develop
ment of trekking tourism in 1965-6 it would have been logical to treat mountaineers as
tourists and have their activities controlled by the Home Ministry through the Tourist
Department; but against any such logic tile Ministry of Foreign AITairs, staITed by
budding diplomat with absolutely no knowledge of, and very little interest in, mountaineer
ing continued to insist that mountaineering was their preserve. In recent years this insistence
by the Ministry of Foreign AITairs that they were the right people to control mountaineering
resulted in diplomatic pressure and influence being the deciding factor in obtaining
permission to climb in epal; mountaineering ability and experience counted for little unless
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you had your Embassy behind you to pu h your application.
nder the Ministry of Tourism it should be ea ier and quicker for mountaineers to obtain

permission to climb. In a recent interview the Mini ter, Or Harkabahadur Gurung, said that
the grallling of permi sion would in future be a Department deci ion. Permi sions would be
granted on a 'first come, first erved' ba is for the pennined peaks, provided the application
were complete and correct. The Minister al 0 said that it would be his policy to clo e the gap
between trekking and expedition climbing by the publication of a list of peak between 20,000
and 22,OOOft that may be climbed by touristtrekkers.

No major changes in the mountaineering rule need be expected in the near future, never
theless the transfer of mountaineering to the Minisll)' of Tourism is a very real watershed in

epal Himalaya mountaineering. In about a year's time climbers should be benefilting from
the changeover.

Who knows? In a year or two we may see that vision of 0 many mountaineers at last
become a reality-acces to all the epal Himalaya, with only a few re trined peaks taking the
place ofonly a few permined peak.

Events and trends 1974- 7 British Isles
GeoffBirtles

We British have the unfailing belief that we always win the last battle, and ofcourse
we usually have done. We have a marvellous track record in the history of world
mountaineering and disregarding things like Annapurna and Everest our great
claim to fame in recent years is with rock-climbing. I justify these brash words with
the well worn names of Brown and Whillans who et standards in the early 50s that
spread throughout the world and have held good ever since: that is until quite
recently. It has been whispered for years that the day would come when young men
would climb wonderful things of a difficulty unimaginable. What must be most
significant about the last 4 years is that the day ha arrived.

The records will show that Pete Livesey spearheaded the modern wave of super
climbing. In some respects this is true. Livesey came good quite late, when he wa
about 30. He had been climbing for some year and had done well as a track
athlete, a world where competition and training are on a level second to none.
Live ey must have found the casual approach to climbing a fruit ripe for the
picking, for it is no eeret that he trained hard on indoor climbing walls and then
applied the techniques gained there to the crags. The results speak for them elve .
Of the hard st route in Britain, Livesey ha the bigge t hare to his credit. He i not
the mo t natural mover on rock but he has a tremendous calm and application; in
a peculiar way omething close to dedication.

Of course Live ey is not the only climber of what are loosely described these
days as 'Hard Extremes'. His ometime apprentice, Ron Fawcelt, is the mo t
impressive climber I have seen sin e I had the plea ure to climb with Joe Brown.
(For the romantics-if Brown was a young man today he would surely be just as
magic.)

Fawcett has all the qualities of a uperb athlete. He is tall, lithe, supple, trong
and very fit. He howed exceptional ability as a 15-year-old and now at 22 has
c1iltlbed most of the harde t routes in Britain making second a cents of Livesey'
top route, Footless Crow, Right Wall, and Bastille. He ha been accu ed oflacking
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